
Year 3 Home Learning Pack
week commencing 05/01/2021

Welcome back! What a strange start to term this is and not what 
we expected.  We hope you all had a lovely Christmas and New 
Year even though celebrations had to be different this year.

Hopefully you have already seen our termly overview for term 3 (a 
copy is on the following page if not).  We have lots of new learning 
for you this term across all subjects.  Our topic is Africa and this 
will be reflected not just in topic lessons, but also in English, art, 
music, DT, computing, PE and even maths!

We hope you will enjoy the activities we have put together for you 
this week.

You can print out this booklet if you are able.  If not, don’t worry, 
copy the questions onto paper and write the answers alongside.

• English – we have included a variety of spelling, grammar, 
reading and writing activities for you.

• Maths – this week we are looking at Place Value as well as a cold 
task to help us see what we need to include in our next addition 
and subtraction module. Also, keep

• We have also included some science, RE, topic and music 
activities for you for this week.

Mr Houghton and Miss Cox will be in school this week and Miss 
Ryan will be looking after you online via ClassDojo and Zoom.

We hope that you are all keeping well and that we can be back 
together again very soon.  Take care of yourselves and stay safe.

Mr Houghton, Miss Ryan, Miss Cox and Mrs Gunn
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Visit www.oxfordowl.co.uk and click 
Enter Site in Oxford Owl for Home. 

Next, click Browse eBooks under Free 
eBook Library.

Reading
Oxford Owl for Home

Parents and carers can access a large library of free eBooks for use by 
children at home via Oxford Owl.  See details below for how to sign up.

On the next page you can browse 
by age group, series, or reading 
scheme colours.  Select an option. 

When you click on a book in the 
bookshelf, it will bring up a log in 
option – click this.

When you click on a 
book on the shelf, it 
will bring up a log in 
option – click this. At 
the bottom, select 
Not registered yet? 
Join us!

Register for an 
account, click on the 
activation email and 
next time you select a 
book, log in and read!

http://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/


English
Whole Class Reading

Miss Ryan will be reading the text 
each day on ClassDojo to support
you with this learning.

Tuesday Read pages 7-11

Write any new or interesting vocab 

using the Language Through Colour

sheet provided. 

Wednesday Read pages 12-15

Write any new or interesting vocab 

using the Language Through Colour

sheet provided. 

Thursday Read pages 16-20

Write any new or interesting vocab using the Language

Through Colour sheet provided. 

Friday Read pages 20-23

Write any new or interesting vocab using the Language

Through Colour sheet provided. 

Answer the comprehension questions on Anna Hibiscus in 
the pack. 



English
Anna Hibiscus pp 7-9



English
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English
Anna Hibiscus pp 14-17



English
Anna Hibiscus pp 18-21



English
Anna Hibiscus pp 22-23
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Way in – Year 1/2 High Frequency Words
Read these words, learn the spellings. Look up the meaning in 
a dictionary, then write them in a sentence.

❑ should
❑ sister
❑ October
❑ sixteen
❑ so
❑ some
❑ November
❑ take
❑ ten
❑ want
❑ than
❑ that

Further challenge – Year 3/4 Statutory Spellings
Read these words, learn the spellings. Look up the meaning in 
a dictionary, then write them in a sentence.

❑ accident
❑ accidentally
❑ actual
❑ actually
❑ address
❑ although
❑ answer
❑ appear
❑ arrive
❑ believe

English
Spelling



Tuesday
Starter: Look at the sunset pictures on the page after next.
What can you see? Can you think of any adjectives to describe the 
picture? 

Main activity: Read the poems and underline words according to 
their type using Language Through Colour (guidance at the end of 
the English section)

Wednesday
Read through the poems again. Can you think of an African animal 
that you can describe?  Here are some ideas…

• Giraffe 
• Leopard
• Rhinoceros
• Baboon

Or you can add ideas to one we have already looked at in our class 
poems. 

Main activity: Draw your chosen animal and write words to describe 
them around it (see example). 

Extension: add similes and metaphors. Watch Miss Ryan’s video on 
similes and metaphors. 

English
Writing



Thursday
Read model poems again. Can you identify the words that rhyme? 
Underline them in red.  Can you think of some rhyming words that 
describe your animal? (See example).

Focus on what the animal looks like and where they might live?  

Activity sheet attached with example. 

Friday
Have a go! 

Using your rhyming words can you come up with rhyming couplets for 
your chosen animal. 

For example; 
• Stripes like a barcode, black and white
• An optical illusion that tricks your sight 

Extension: try to use similes and metaphors in your rhyming 
couplets!

English
Writing



English
Writing



Zebras

Stripes like a barcode, black and white

An optical illusion that tricks your sight  

A barcoded horse with an exceptional nose 

Trotting through the plains, but where do they go?  

Elephants

Flapping their enormous ears to keep themselves cool

Intelligent mammals, cannot be taken for a fool 

Trunk like a snake, twirling round its food 

Walking with their tribe they seem calm, but don’t assume 

For these are wild animals in the African plains

Wrinkles tattooed all over their frame 

English
Writing



Lions

Tall and strong he looks so proud 

Wearing his regal fur covered crown 

Prowling up to its innocent prey 

And sunbathing in the warmth all day 

With a tail that swishes like the hands on a clock

Walking so proud along their catwalk

Hippopotamus 

Gliding through the African swamps 

A herbivore, on greenery they chomp

Lumbering around the Sahara desert 

Wearing their smooth grey-brown sweatshirt 

Opens its mouth as wide as the ocean 

Roars so loud as if it’s in slow motion 

Climbing steep banks to graze on the grass 

Swimming cautiously through the lakes of glass

English
Writing
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Writing



African animal descriptions example:

English
Writing



English
Writing



Rhyming activity example:

English
Writing



Language through colour guidance 

For the purpose of this activity, focus on the 
following;

• Adjectives - describing words. 

• Verbs – action/doing words. 

• Nouns – who? 

• Nouns – What? 

• Adverbs – describing how? 

Zebras

Stripes like a barcode, black and white

An optical illusion that tricks your sight

A barcoded horse with an exceptional nose 

Trotting through the plains, but where do they go?  

English
Writing



Maths

To start this term we are looking at Place Value for the first 

week.  We will be comparing objects (numbers written using 

pictures / manipulatives), comparing numbers and ordering 

numbers.

For each step this week, there are videos the children can watch on White 

Rose along with a variety of questions on the following pages for them to 

try.  They do not need to do them all, but should do at least one set of 

questions from each section – Varied Fluency (VF), Reasoning and Problem 

Solving (RPS), Discussion Questions. The VF and RPS questions are split 

into 3 levels – Developing (D), Expected (E) and Greater Depth (GD).

Children can challenge themselves as to which questions they attempt, but 

class teachers will let you know individually which question types they 

believe each child should be capable of answering. Answers are provided at 

the back of the booklet for you to check.

Tuesday – Addition & Subtraction Cold Task
This task is for the children to attempt independently. Please do not help 

or correct them, just give them time to complete the activity. Please add a 

photo of their work to their ClassDojo portfolio so we can see what we 

need to recap over the next few weeks as we cover this module. 

Wednesday – Comparing Objects
Video: https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/year-3/week-3/

Try questions from the Comparing Objects question sheets.

Thursday – Comparing Numbers
Video: https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/year-3/week-3/

Try questions from the Comparing Numbers question sheets.

Friday – Ordering Numbers
Video: https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/year-3/week-3/

Try questions from the Ordering Numbers question sheets.

https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/year-3/week-3/
https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/year-3/week-3/
https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/year-3/week-3/


Cold Task A

1.

05.01.2021
Addition and 
Subtraction
Cold Task [    ]



Cold Task B

5.

1. 6.

2. 7.

3. 8.

4. 9.

05.01.2021
Addition and 
Subtraction
Cold Task [    ]

______



Maths – Comparing Objects
Varied Fluency

Try either D, E or GD questions



Maths – Comparing Objects
Reasoning and Problem Solving

Try either D, E or GD questions



Maths – Comparing Objects
Discussion problems
Try one of these



Maths – Comparing Numbers
Varied Fluency

Try either D, E or GD questions



Maths – Comparing Numbers
Reasoning and Problem Solving

Try either D, E or GD questions



Maths – Comparing Numbers
Discussion problems
Try one of these



Maths – Ordering Numbers
Varied Fluency

Try either D, E or GD questions



Maths – Ordering Numbers
Reasoning and Problem Solving

Try either D, E or GD questions



Maths – Ordering Numbers
Discussion problems
Try one of these



Topic - Africa

This is Africa… 

What do you already

know about Africa and 

what would you like to

find out?

Follow this link and look

at Google Earth.

Where does the link

take you?

https://earth.google.com/web/@50.98837198,0.94275881,4.8662

9205a,433.56568989d,35y,357.79515499h,0t,0r

Zoom out until you can see the whole of the UK – make it quite 

small! Now scroll down until you can find Africa.  Compare it to the 

UK – is it larger or smaller than our country?

On the blank map of Africa on the next page, can you use Google 

Earth or an atlas to help you add rivers, mountains, deserts, 

rainforests, countries and cities to your map?

Write interesting facts you have found out below the map.  How 

many countries are there in Africa?

Quiz – What do you know about Africa?

Follow this link to our quiz - https://kahoot.it

Enter Game PIN: 06118383

Complete the quiz by Friday 8th January 3pm

https://earth.google.com/web/@50.98837198,0.94275881,4.86629205a,433.56568989d,35y,357.79515499h,0t,0r
https://kahoot.it/


Topic



Science – Forces and Magnets 
Week 1

This term in science we are learning about forces and magnets.  

If you are able, watch the short video by following this link:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zcx76sg

As you watch, think about these questions:
• Why did the ducks have difficulty standing?
• Why couldn’t the truck move on sand?
• How do different surfaces affect movement?

Set up a test to see how different materials affect how quickly an object 
moves across different surfaces.

You will need:
• Empty tub / pot (e.g. margarine / ice cream tub)
• String
• Two masses – one to put inside the tub, one to attach to the string
• Different materials (e.g. carpet, foil, towel, wooden board, kitchen 

surface protector)

When conducting your experiment, each time only change one thing, i.e. the 
surface the object is moving across.  Do not change the masses, length of 
string or the tub so that the experiment is fair.

Set up your experiment like the diagram below:

Use the sheet on the following page to record your findings.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zcx76sg


Science Investigation - Forces 
Question:  
How does the type of material on the surface affect the speed of the tub travelling on it? 

L 

Diagram: Keep the same: 
• Tub containing mass 
• String length 
• Mass over edge of table 

Change: 
• Textured surface covering 

Prediction: 
I think the tub will move slowest on the                                          because the surface is  
 
                                     .  I think the tub will move fastest on the                               
 
because the surface is 

Findings: 
  

  

  

 

Conclusion: 

 

 

string tub 

mass 

table 

textured surface 
covering 

mass over 
edge of table 



RE – Incarnation
Week 1

This term we are learning about Christianity and inparticular, 
Incarnation. Our Big Question is…  What is the Trinity?

• What do you think this means?
• What do you know already?
• What would you like to find out?

Here are some words
to describe water.

How many other words
can you think of?

Which words would you
Choose as your top 5? Why?

Write them in the raindrop below along with your reasons.

To finish, write your thoughts to this I wonder statement
I wonder why water is so important in the Christian faith…



Music – African Drumming

This term as part of our Africa topic, we will be looking at some 

African drumming techniques.

Listen to these tracks

https://youtu.be/kZHfmgIb4mc

https://youtu.be/RFjRJmGYrCg

• What instruments can you hear? 

• What are the dynamics like (are they loud or quiet?)

• Do you like the sounds? Why? 

Main activity

With an empty sweet/chocolate tin we will

be making our own drums! 

Miss Ryan will add some step by step pictures

onto ClassDojo for you to follow. 

Please decorate them with some beautiful African tribal patterns 

like these below (or Google African Patterns).

https://youtu.be/kZHfmgIb4mc
https://youtu.be/RFjRJmGYrCg


Other Subjects

Subject Work at home ideas

PE As we start our new topic this term, for PE try this Cosmic Yoga 

activity on YouTube:

Go on a Safari Adventure

https://youtu.be/kRw6sGwN4U4

Computing Try this Hour of Code jungle adventure

https://www.codemonkey.com/hour-of-code/coding-adventure/

Just click start playing and work from there 😊

https://youtu.be/kRw6sGwN4U4
https://www.codemonkey.com/hour-of-code/coding-adventure/


Maths – Answers

Comparing Objects
Varied Fluency

Comparing Objects
Reasoning / Problem 

Solving



Maths – Answers

Comparing Numbers 
Reasoning / Problem 

Solving

Comparing Numbers
Varied Fluency



Maths – Answers

Ordering Numbers
Varied Fluency

Ordering Numbers
Reasoning / Problem Solving


